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Solid-state nuclear-spin quantum computer based on magnetic resonance force microscopy
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We propose a nuclear-spin quantum computer based on magnetic resonance force microscopy~MRFM!. It
is shown that an MRFM single-electron spin measurement provides three essential requirements for quantum
computation in solids:~a! preparation of the ground state,~b! one- and two-qubit quantum logic gates, and~c!
a measurement of the final state. The proposed quantum computer can operate at temperatures up to 1 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a quantum computer can be imp
mented in a chain of two-level quantum atoms connected
weak interactions.1 One-qubit rotations and two-qubit quan
tum logic gates can be implemented in this chain using re
nant pulses which induce transitions between the energy
els of the system. The ‘‘natural’’ implementation of this ide
is an Ising-spin quantum computer which contains a chain
1/2 spins placed in a permanent magnetic field and inter
ing through a weak Ising interaction.2 It has been realized
that quantum computation is possible even for an ensem
of Ising-spin chains at temperatures which are much hig
than the energy spacing between two stationary states
spin.3–5 High-resolution liquid-state NMR quantum compu
ing has been extensively developed for a small numbe
spins.6–8

Magnetic resonance force microscopy~MRFM! has ma-
tured over the past few years. It promises atomic scale
tection of both electron and nuclear spins.9–12 MRFM could
provide the crucial step from a liquid quantum computer t
solid-state quantum computer, which has the potential to
corporate a large number of qubits.

In this paper, we propose a nuclear-spin quantum co
puter based on the use of MRFM. In Sec. II, we descr
standard MRFM techniques and the method of a single-s
measurement suggested in Ref. 13. This method emplo
periodic sequence of short resonant pulses instead of the
tinuous excitation used in a standard MRFM. In Sec. III,
propose a strategy for detecting a nuclear-spin state via
electron-spin transition in a paramagnetic atom. This
proach utilizes the hyperfine splitting of the electron-sp
resonance~ESR!. In Sec. IV, we describe an implementatio
of a MRFM nuclear-spin quantum computer in a chain
impurity paramagnetic atoms in a diamagnetic host. We h
shown that this quantum computer can provide the three
sential requirements for quantum computation:~a! prepara-
tion of the ground state~the initial polarization of nuclear
spins!, ~b! quantum logic gates, and~c! a final measuremen
of the quantum states.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~21!/14694~6!/$15.00
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II. SINGLE-SPIN MEASUREMENT

First, we shall discuss an important issue: How can o
detect a single spin using an MRFM? The main part of
MRFM is the cantilever.~See Fig. 1.! One end of the canti-
lever is free to vibrate. Its extremely weak mechanical os
lations can be detected by optical methods. The second
portant part of the MRFM is a small ferromagnetic partic
F, which produces a nonuniform magnetic fieldBF in the
sampleS. The remaining parts are standard for NMR, ES

FIG. 1. A nuclear-spin quantum computer based on MRFM
ing single-spin measurement:B0 is the permanent magnetic field

B1 is the radio-frequency magnetic field,BW F is the nonuniform
magnetic field produced by a ferromagnetic particleF in the sample
S, R is the radius of the ferromagnetic particle,d is the distance
between the ferromagnetic particle and the targeted atom, anda is
the distance between neighboring impurity atoms. The origin
placed at the equilibrium position of the center of the ferromagn
particle. Arrows on the sampleS show the direction of electron
magnetic momentsme .
14 694 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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and ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! techniques: a uniform
magnetic fieldB0 and a resonant radio-frequency~rf! field
B1. The nonuniform magnetic fieldBF , produced by the
ferromagnetic probe, changes the magnetic field in
sample in such a way that only selected spins are reso
with the rf field. Changes in the orientation of selected sp
under the action of the resonant rf field influence the m
netic force between the ferromagnetic particle and
sample, causing oscillations of the cantilever. So far, exp
menters usually have to put the sample on the cantilever.
MRFM imaging, however, it would be very important t
place not a sample but a ferromagnetic particle on the ca
lever. This is an experimental challenge. Significant achie
ments in resolving these problems were reported in Refs
and 15. We will assume, for definiteness, that the ferrom
netic particle is placed on the cantilever, as shown in Fig

At present, MRFM utilizes the driven resonant oscill
tions of a cantilever. For example, in experiments with
ferromagnetic resonance11 with yttrium garnet film, both the
magnetic fieldB0 and the rf fieldB1 were modulated at two
frequencies whose difference~or sum! equals the cantilever’s
frequency f c ~anharmonic modulation!. In Ref. 11, B0
;1022 T, B1;1024 T, the modulation frequency of th
magnetic field,f 0m536.01 kHz, the modulation frequenc
of the rf field was f 1m541.27 kHz, and the resonant fre
quency of the cantilever wasf c55.26 kHz.

In experiments with the proton magnetic resonance in a
monium nitrate,10 the modulation scheme was based on
clic adiabatic inversion. The frequency of the rf field w
modulated, so that the effective magnetic field in the rotat
frame adiabatically changed its direction. The nuclear m
netization followed the effective field. As a result, the long
tudinal ~z! component of the nuclear magnetic moment
cillated, producing a cyclic force on the cantilever. In th
experiment, the permanent magnetic fieldB0 was 1.95 T,
the amplitude of the rf fieldB1 was;1023 T, the frequency
of the rf field was;100 MHz, and the modulation fre
quency equaled the cantilever’s resonant frequency,f c
51.4 kHz.

In our proposed quantum computer discussed in Secs
and IV, we use an electron single-spin measurement to
termine a nuclear-spin state. We should note that a sin
spin measurement is quite different from the measuremen
a macroscopic~classical! magnetic moment. First, we sha
discuss a single-electron-spin measurement using a static
placement of the cantilever. If the electron magnetic mom
points in the positivez direction ~stateu0e&), the magnetic
force on the electron,Fz5mB]Bz /]z, is negative. In this
case, the cantilever is attracted to the sampleS. Suppose that
this deflection from equilibrium of the cantilever’s tip can b
detected. Then the deflection of the cantilever’s tip in
positive z direction will indicate that the electron spin is i
the ground stateu0e&. Similarly, a negative displacement o
the cantilever indicates that the electron is in its excited s
u1e&. Then, this cantilever is a classical measuring device
the electron was initially in a superpositional state, it w
jump to one of the statesu0e& or u1e& due to the interaction
with the measuring device. In any case, a cantilever m
sures one of the statesu0e& or u1e&. Certainly, the static dis-
placement of the cantilever’s tip is very small, and its me
surement seems to be a complicated problem. That is
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we would like to consider resonant methods of single-s
measurement using MRFM.

However, an obstacle appears when one tries to ap
conventional resonant methods for single spin detection
ing MRFM. A single spin interacts with the cantilever as
does with any measuring device. A single spin interact
with any measuring device exhibits quantum jumps rat
than smooth oscillations. Observation of resonant vibrati
of a cantilever driven by harmonic oscillations of a sing
spin z component contradicts the principles of quantum m
chanics. To generate resonant vibrations of the cantilever
proposed a modification of the conventional MRF
technique.13 We use the fact that, under the action of a sh
rf pulse, a spin must change its direction in a time inter
which is small in comparison with the cantilever’s period
oscillations,Tc51/f c ~it can be ap pulse or a pulse used in
adiabatic inversion!. During this short time interval, the
single spin evolves as a pure quantum system in an exte
field. For the measuring device~cantilever!, this evolution
looks like a quantum jump. If one applies a periodic s
quence of these short rf pulses with a period equal toTc/2,
one will observe resonant vibrations of the cantilever driv
by periodic spin inversion. The cantilever will behave
though it is driven by an external harmonic force.

If one applies a periodic sequence ofp pulses, the elec-
tron Rabi frequency of ap pulse,f eR, must be much larger
than the resonant frequency of the cantilever:f eR@ f c . If one
applies a periodic sequence of adiabatic inversions, the
lowing condition must be satisfied:f c!udBW e f f /dtu/2pB1

! f eR, whereBW e f f is the effective field in the rotating refer
ence frame.~The second inequality is the standard adiaba
condition. The first inequality requires that the time of inve
sion must be much less than the cantilever’s period,Tc .)

While a proton single-spin measurement is possible us
MRFM,13 it is much more difficult to detect a magnetic mo
ment of a proton than the electron magnetic moment. Tha
why we consider below using ESR to detect a nuclear-s
state.

III. ELECTRON-SPIN RESONANCE STRATEGY
FOR DETECTING A NUCLEAR-SPIN STATE

Suppose we want to detect the state of a nuclear s
which interacts with an electron spin via the hyperfine int
action. In a large external magnetic fieldB0, the frequency of
the electron-spin transition depends on the state of a nuc
spin due to the hyperfine interaction. This dependence
discussed in Ref. 16 in connection with quantum compu
tion using nuclear spins of31P atoms implanted in silicon
~See also Refs. 17–19.! Suppose that the frequency of th
electron-spin transition isf e0 for the ground state of the
nuclear spin,u0n&, andf e1 for the excited state of the nuclea
spin, u1n&. ~See Fig. 2.! Then, in analogy with the schem
suggested in Ref. 13, if one applies a periodic sequence~with
period T5Tc/2) of short rf pulses with frequencyf e0, one
will observe resonant vibrations of the cantilever only if t
nuclear spin is in the ground state. Thus, one can measur
state of the nuclear spin using the quantum transitions of
electron spin.

We shall describe here an example of a nuclear-s
quantum computer in which indirect single-spin measu
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ments could be made using a MRFM. Consider a chain
impurity paramagnetic atoms on the surface of a diamagn
host. Assume that the nuclei of the host have zero magn
moments. Suppose that the distance between the imp
atoms isa550 Å, the distance between the ferromagne
particle on the cantilever’s tip~at equilibrium! and the target
atom isd5100 Å, the radius of the ferromagnetic partic
is, R550 Å ~see Fig. 1!, and the energy levels for electro
and nuclear spins of a paramagnetic atom are given in Fig

The magnetic field at the target atom,BW F , caused by the
ferromagnetic particle can be estimated as

BW F5
m0

4p

3nW ~mW •nW !2mW

r 3 , ~1!

where m054p31027 H/m is the permeability of free
space,nW is the unit vector which points from the center of th
ferromagnetic particle to the atom,mW is the magnetic mo-
ment of the ferromagnetic particle, andr is the distance be
tween the atom and the center of the ferromagnetic part
~The target atom is the atom in the sample which is closes
the ferromagnetic particle.! Substituting

m5
4

3
pR3M , ~2!

whereM is the magnetization of the ferromagnetic partic
we obtain the magnetic field at the target atom produced
the ferromagnetic particle,

FIG. 2. Energy levels for electron and nuclear spins 1/2 o
paramagnetic atom in a high external magnetic field. The elec
and nuclear magnetic moments are indicated byme andmn . f e and
f n are the frequencies of the electron-spin resonance~ESR! and
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! in the external magnetic field
without the hyperfine interaction. The frequenciesf e05 f e

1 f h f , f e15 f e2 f h f , f n05 f n1 f h f , and f n15 f h f2 f n . Here f h f is
the hyperfine frequency~half of the hyperfine splitting of the ESR!.
f eq is the ESR frequency for the nuclear stateuqn&(q50,1). f nq is
the NMR frequency for the electron stateuqe&. We assume that the
magnetic moment of the nucleus and the hyperfine constant
positive, and f h f. f n . In the external field, B0510 T, f e

'280 GHz, andf n'430 MHz ~for a proton!.
f
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BFz5
2

3
m0M S R

z D 3

, BFx5BFy50. ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, z5R1d is the coordinate of the target atom.~We
place the coordinate origin at the equilibrium position of t
center of the ferromagnetic particle, neglecting its static d
placement.! Choosingm0M52.2 T ~which corresponds to
an iron ferromagnetic particle!, we getBFz55.431022 T.
The corresponding shift of the ESR frequency
(ge/2p)BFz'1.5 GHz. Herege is the electron gyromag
netic ratio (ge/2p52.831010 Hz/T). Now, we estimate the
z component of the magnetic fieldBFz8 at the neighboring
impurity atom,

BFz8 5
1

3
m0M S R

r D 3F3S z

r D
2

21G . ~4!

Putting r 5Az21a2, we obtainBf z8 53.631022 T. We as-
sume here that the external magnetic fieldB0 is much greater
than the field produced by the ferromagnetic particle.~Below
we chooseB0510 T.! Thus, only thez componentBFz8 is
required to estimate the ESR frequency. The difference
tween the ESR frequencies for two neighboring atoms is

D f e85~ge/2p!~BFz2BFz8 !'500 MHz. ~5!

The electron Rabi frequencyf eR, which will drive a target
electron spin, must be smaller thanD f e8 , to provide a selec-
tive measurement of the electron spin on the target atom

Consider the cantilever’s vibrations driven by the targ
electron spin. We take parameters of the cantilever from R
10: the spring constant of the cantilever iskc51023 N/m,
the frequency of the cantilever isf c51.4 kHz, the effective
quality factor isQ5103, and the amplitude of thermal vibra
tions at room temperature (T'300 K) is zrms55 Å (zrms
is the root-mean-square amplitude of thermal vibration!.
Assume that the temperature is 1 K. Scaling the square
dependence ofzrms on T,13 we obtain the characteristic am
plitude of thermal vibrations of the cantilever10 at T
51 K: zrms'0.3 Å.

The magnetostatic force on a target electron created
the ferromagnetic particle can be estimated as

Fz56mB

]Bz

]z
, ~6!

for the positive and negative directions of the electron m
netic moment, respectively. Differentiating Eq.~3!, we ob-
tain the value ofFz ,

Fz572mB

m0M

z S R

z D 3

. ~7!

For z5R1d, the value ofFz is Fz'710216 N. The mag-
netostatic force on the ferromagnetic particle is of the sa
magnitude, but it points in the opposite direction of the for
on the target electron. When the magnetostatic force on
cantilever,Fz(t), takes the values6F and the period of the
function Fz(t) is equal to the cantilever periodTc , the sta-
tionary amplitude of the cantilever vibrations is13

zc54FQ/pkc'1.2 Å. ~8!
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This amplitude of the stationary oscillations can be achie
after a transient process, whose duration,tc , can be esti-
mated as

tc5Q/p f c'0.2 s. ~9!

Note that one does not have to ‘‘wait’’ until the stationa
amplitude is reached. In fact, the experiment can be stop
when the rms amplitude of the driven cantilever’s vibratio
exceeds the thermal vibration amplitude,zrms'0.3 Å. This
occurs when the value of the driven amplitude,zc85A2zrms

'0.4 Å. Assuming the cantilever’s amplitude increases
zc@12exp(2t/tc)#, we obtain the time of a single-spin me
surement:

tm52tc ln~2/3!'80 ms. ~10!

The lifetime of the electron excited state must be greater t
tm . ~Otherwise a spontaneous electron transition can des
the process of measurement.!

Next, we shall estimate the deviation of the magnetic fi
at the target atom due to the cantilever’s vibrations. For
value of zc8'0.4 Å, the deviation of the magnetic field
DBz , is

DBz'U]Bz

]z Uzc8'431024 T. ~11!

The corresponding deviation of the ESR frequency is

D f e5~ge/2p!DBz'10 MHz. ~12!

To provide the ESR, the electron Rabi frequencyf eR must be
greater thanD f e . Thus, the requirement for the electro
Rabi frequencyf eR can be written as

D f e! f eR!D f e8 , ~13!

or 10 MHz! f eR!500 MHz. Taking, for example,f eR
5100 MHz we obtain the duration of an ‘‘electron’’p
pulse:t51/2f eR55 ns. ~We do not mention the condition
f c! f eR, because in our casef c!D f e .) Certainly, to mea-
sure a nuclear state, the value off eR must be less than th
ESR hyperfine splitting 2f h f . This imposes the requiremen
f h f@D f e . Note that the value of the electron Rabi frequen
f eR can be close toD f e8 ~or 2f h f if 2 f h f,D f e8) if one uses
the 2pk method.~See Refs. 20–22.!

Finally, we estimate the dipole field produced by pa
magnetic atoms. The main contribution to the dipole field
associated with the neighboring atoms. For any inner atom
the chain, two neighboring electron magnetic mome
which point in the positivez direction produce the magneti
field

Bdz522m0mB/4pa3'21.531025 T. ~14!

The maximal contribution from all other paramagnetic ato
to the dipole fieldBdz8 does not exceed2331026 T. ~For a
chain of 1000 paramagnetic atoms with electron spins in
ground state, the value ofBdz8 at the center of the chain i
Bdz8 '0.202Bdz .) The corresponding frequency shift of th
ESR is

~ge/2p!uBdz1Bdz8 u<500 kHz. ~15!
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This frequency shift is negligible compared to the estima
electron Rabi frequencyf eR>100 MHz. Thus, to measure
the nuclear-spin state of the target atom, one can use a
odic sequence of ‘‘electron’’p pulses with frequency

f ' f e01~ge/2p!BFz . ~16!

IV. NUCLEAR-SPIN QUANTUM COMPUTER USING
SINGLE-SPIN MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we assume that the MRFM can provid
single-electron-spin measurement. We shall now discus
nuclear-spin quantum computer using this MRFM sing
spin detection.

First, the single-spin MRFM can be used to create 10
polarization in a nuclear-spin chain. To do this, one sho
determine the initial state of each nuclear spin in the cha
@Note that we assume 100% polarization of electron spins
the external magnetic fieldB0'10 T, at the temperatureT
'1 K, the probability for an electron spin to occupy th
upper energy level is approximately exp(22mBB0 /kBT)'1.4
31026. In fact, we can relax these restrictions on the ma
netic field B0 or the temperature.# During the measuremen
process, one should use an even number of pulses to re
the electron spin to the ground state.

To create 100% polarization of the nuclear spins or
carry out a quantum computation, one must fix thez coordi-
nate of the ferromagnetic particle. This nonvibrating parti
is not a classical measuring device. It is only a static sou
of the inhomogeneous magnetic field. One can imagine
the ferromagnetic particle could move along the spin cha
~See Fig. 3.! It can be used to target each nuclear spin wh
is in the excited state.

According to Eqs.~3! and~4!, the target nuclear spin ex
periences an additional magnetic fieldBFz'5.431022 T.
The neighboring nuclear spin experiences an additional m
netic field BFz8 '3.631022 T. The corresponding shifts o
the NMR frequencies are (gn/2p)BFz'2.3 MHz and
(gn/2p)BFz8 '1.5 MHz, wheregn is the nuclear gyromag
netic ratio. ~Here and below we present estimations for
proton, gn/2p'4.33107 Hz/T.! The frequency difference
between the target nuclear spin and its neighbor is,D f n8
'800 kHz.

The Rabi frequency f nR must be less thanD f n8
'800 kHz to provide a selective action of ap pulse. Again,
using the 2pk method,20–22 one can choose a value off nR

FIG. 3. The polarization of nuclear spins: The nonvibrating f
romagnetic particle targets nuclear spins which are initially in
excited state.
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close toD f n8 . The corresponding duration of thep pulse,t
51/2f nR , must be greater than 630 ns.

The dipole fieldBdz produced by two neighboring para
magnetic atoms~for inner nuclear spins in the chain! is given
by Eq.~14!. The maximal additional contribution of all othe
paramagnetic atoms is estimated to beBdz8 '2331026 T.
The corresponding shift of the NMR frequency is appro
mately 780 Hz, much less than the assumed value of
Rabi frequency,f nR;100 kHz. Thus, to drive the targe
nuclear spin into its ground state, one can apply a ‘‘nucle
p pulse with frequencyf ' f n01(gn/2p)BFz , where f n0 is
the NMR frequency of a paramagnetic atom with a grou
state of the electron spin.~See Fig. 2.! In this way, the whole
chain of the nuclear spins can be initialized in its the grou
state. In the same way, one can provide a one-qubit rota
for any selected nuclear spin.

Now we consider the possibility of implementing cond
tional logic in a chain of nuclear spins. The direct interacti
between nuclear spins for interatomic distancea550 Å is
negligible. That is why, to provide conditional logic in
system of nuclear spins, we propose using an electron di
field. Suppose that we want to implement a two-qubit qu
tum CONTROL-NOT ~CN! logic gate. Because for our system
the ESR frequencyf e01(ge/2p)BFz is the highest and the
unique frequency in the chain, we will consider the ‘‘in
verse’’ CN gate: the target qubit changes its state if the c
trol qubit is in the ground state.~Here the target qubit is a
nuclear spin which can change its state during theCN opera-
tion, but not necessarily the nuclear spin closest to the fe
magnetic particle.!

Assume that the target qubit is any inner nuclear spin
the chain, and the control qubit is one of its neighbori
nuclear spin.~See Fig. 4, whereA andB are the control and
target qubits.! We want to implement an ‘‘inverse’’CN gate
in three steps.

~1! One sets the ferromagnetic particle near the con
qubit @Fig. 4~a!#, and applies an ‘‘electron’’p pulse with
frequency given by Eq.~16!. The electron Rabi frequenc
f eR satisfies the inequalitiesf eR,D f e8,2f h f . So the electron
magnetic moment of the left paramagnetic atom in Fig
changes its direction only if the control qubit is in the grou
stateu0n&.

~2! The ferromagnetic particle moves to the target qu
@See Fig. 4~b!.# If the control qubit is in the excited state
then the electron magnetic moment of the left atom did
change its direction during the first step. In this case,
NMR frequency for the target qubit is

f n05~gn/2p!~BFz1Bdz1Bdz8 !. ~17!

The second term in the summ is important for u
(gn/2p)Bdz'650 Hz. @The value (gn/2p)Bdz8 depends on
the position of the nuclear spin in the chain. We estima
that the range of variation for this term is approximate
between 70 Hz and 130 Hz. The exact value of this term
be calculated or measured experimentally for each nuc
spin in the chain.# If the control qubit is in the ground stat
~as in Fig. 4!, then the electron magnetic moment of the l
atom changed its direction during the first step. In this ca
the NMR frequency of the target qubit is
-
e
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f n05~gn/2p!~BFz1Bdz8 !, ~18!

because the dipole field produced by neighboring param
netic atoms cancels out:Bdz50.

Next, one applies a ‘‘nuclear’’p pulse with frequency
~18!. The difference between the frequencies in Eqs.~17! and
~18! is approximately 650 Hz. Thus, the nuclear Rabi fr
quency f nR must be less that 650 Hz. The correspondi
duration of the ‘‘nuclear’’p pulse ist.770 ms. @Using the
2pk method,20–22one can choose the nuclear Rabi frequen
f nR close to 650 Hz. In this case, one can neglect the
term (gn/2p)Bdz8 in the expressions~17! and ~18! because
(gn/2p)Bdz8 <130 Hz.# Under the action of a ‘‘nuclear’’p
pulse the target qubit changes its state if the control qub
in its ground state.

~3! To complete theCN gate, the ferromagnetic particl
moves back to the control qubit.@See Fig. 4~c!.# Then one
should again apply the ‘‘electron’’p pulse with frequency
~16!. This pulse drives the electron magnetic moment bac
its ground state. A similar procedure can be applied if
target qubit is at either end of the chain.

It is well known that any quantum algorithm can b
implemented with one-qubit rotations and two-qubitCN

FIG. 4. Implementation of a quantumCN gate:~a! an ‘‘electron’’
p pulse drives the electron magnetic moment of the control qu
~nuclear spinA) if A is in the ground state;~b! a ‘‘nuclear’’ p pulse
causes a transition in the target qubit~nuclear spinB) if the control
qubit A is in the ground state;~c! ‘‘electron’’ p pulse drives the
electron magnetic moment back into the ground state.
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gates.23 So the MRFM designed for single-spin measurem
could accomplish three tasks: preparation of the spin sys
in the ground state, implementation of quantum computat
and measurement of the final state. Certainly, we requi
long relaxation time for the nuclear spins in order to perfo
a considered quantum computation.

Finally, we discuss here two possible unwanted effe
related to the influence of the ferromagnetic particle on
process of quantum computation.

~1! The influence of the ferromagnetic particle on the p
cession frequency of the neighboring spins in the proces
quantum computation. This is a controllable effect beca
in the process of quantum computation the ferromagn
particle is fixed. The additional phase change caused by
ferromagnetic particle can be easily calculated for e
nuclear spin using a conventional digital computer. T
phases of the rf pulses acting on any particular spin can
adjusted to this additional phase advance.

~2! Possible increased decoherence due to the ferrom
netic particle. We believe that the influence of nonvibrati
ferromagnetic particle on the decoherence will be not sign
cant.~At least, it could be less significant than the influen
of voltage gates used in other solid-state quantum comp
proposals.!
h,
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an MRFM nuclear-spin qu
tum computer which can operate at the temperatureT
'1 K. We discussed procedures required for a single-s
measurement using MRFM. We pointed out an obsta
which impedes the application of a conventional MRFM to
single-spin measurement and described a way to overc
this obstacle. We also suggested a way to make an ind
measurement of the nuclear-spin state by measuring an a
ciated electron spin and we presented related estimates.

We have shown that a single-spin MRFM can provide
required operations for a nuclear-spin quantum compu
initial polarization of nuclear spins, the necessary quant
transformations, and final spin measurements.
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